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OISEAU RARE

Above Domaine MAS AMIEL’s low-lying terrain, a bird of prey’s audible and repetitive cry breaks 
the silence. Wild and discrete, Bonelli’s eagle loves the sunshine, the heat and MAS AMIEL’s 
open spaces and good exposure. Along the lines of this magnificent creature, rare but not an 

endangered species, MAS AMIEL boasts a conservatory of top quality old GRENACHES.

OISEAU RARE, 5 KEY STRENGTHS

A GRENACHE IDENTITY, the plenitude of our old vines since 1914. 

ACHIEVEMENT, a generation of experience, 20 years of biodynamic growing. 

ORIGAMI-STYLE PARCELS, the diversity and the synergy of schist-laden terroirs. 

THE ART OF BLENDING, MAS AMIEL’s creative energy. 

ORIGAMI-STYLE TEXTURES, the expression of the south’s vital force without caricature .

ORIGAMI-STYLE PARCELS,  
THE DIVERSITY AND THE SYNERGY  
OF THE TERROIRS 

OISEAU RARE illustrates at the once the landscape 
and the terroir of MAS AMIEL. Like an origami, it 
sums up an array of vineyard plots. With its perfect 
mastery of the location’s different complementary 
terroirs, MAS AMIEL asserts a pure, precise, complex 
and energetic style. 

OISEAU RARE is also an origami of textures: at once 
round, deep, creamy, tasty, crisp and vertical. 
OISEAU RARE reflects the true nature of wines from 
the south of France without caricature, all the while 
expressing maturity, without heady fruit.

A GRENACHE IDENTITY,  
THE PLENITUDE OF OLD VINES 

Our heritage, a conservatory of old Grenaches, the 
oldest of which date back to 1914, is MAS AMIEL’s 
pride and joy. We are committed to the transmission 
and the consolidation of their identity across 
generations.

SKILLFUL BLENDING REVEALS  
THE TERROIR’S CHARACTER 

From the outset, MAS AMIEL has focused on the 
art of blending carefully selected parcels and 
complementary grape varieties, from which it draws 
creative energy. The encounter between Grenache, 
Carignan and calco-schist provides OISEAU RARE 
with a unique form of fullness.

ACHIEVEMENT, 20 YEARS OF ORGANIC 
AND BIODYNAMIC GROWING 

A generation of organic and biodynamic growing 
was required to reveal the location’s natural 
balance. Our entire approach to agriculture, 
organic and biodynamic growing aims to create a 
wine reflecting the schist terroir.

TASTING NOTES

MAS AMIEL’s emblem, OISEAU RARE, is pure, precise 
and dynamic. 

The traits associated with Grenache come 
immediately to the fore with fresh and juicy aromas 
of grapes, followed by a basket of fresh strawberries, 
raspberries and blackberries. This is a fragrant origami 
where notes of dried rose petals combine with wild 
cherries and rockrose. It then offers a trip into a more 
sappy, aniseed and mentholated universe. 

Equally an origami of textures, this wine’s tactile 
and fruity palate is creamy and mouth-watering. 
The finely grained and refreshing tannins result from 
the schist and its range of mineral notes. The taste is 
therefore offered by the terroir’s rocky terrain. 

OISEAU RARE is emblematic of the identity and style 
of the old Grenaches at MAS AMIEL

 
MAS AMIEL 66460 MAURY - France 
T. +33 468 29 01 02   •   F. +33 468 29 17 82 

www.masamiel.fr
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